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Fast growth in phase-separatingA-B-copolymer ternary mixtures with a chemical reaction

Yue-jin Zhu and Yu-qiang Ma*
National Laboratory of Solid State Microstructures, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210093, China

~Received 18 April 2002; published 14 February 2003; corrected 26 February 2003!

We study the dynamics of phase separation of a binaryA-B-polymer mixture with copolymerC, which is
produced by the reaction of two counterpart reactive polymersA and B at the interface via the chemical
reactionA1B
C. For low interfacial energy between theA andB phases, where the copolymer prefers to
locate at interfaces, we show that the chemical reaction accelerates the phase separation of the system dra-
matically, because the backward reaction always drives the creation of immiscibleA andB pairs at interfaces,
which speed up the phase separation of the system, while the forward reaction process becomes more and more
difficult as the interfaces are gradually saturated by copolymers. We also indicate that for a fixed chemical
reaction rate constant, as the initial concentration of the copolymers increases, the domain growth at the late
stage is speeded up as a result of the backward chemical reaction. However, when the interfacial energy is high,
both forward and backward reactions coexist due to the occurrence of unsaturated interfaces, but the relative
strength of reaction rates has no appreciable effect on domain growth during spinodal decomposition, because
the interfacial energy dominates phase separation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.021804 PACS number~s!: 83.80.Jx, 64.75.1g, 47.54.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase-separation phenomena in a binary mixture h
been the subject of recent research in complex fluids@1#. A
bulk, homogeneous mixture of two fluidsA andB will spon-
taneously separate into distinctA-rich and B-rich domains
when it is quenched below the spinodal line. These doma
grow as time goes on, and finally phase separation beco
macroscopic.

Recently, many studies have been devoted to addres
influences of competing interplay on the growth kinetics
the phase-separating systems@2#. There has been a growin
interest in the systems of phase separation coupled
chemical reaction@3–11#. Glotzeret al. @3# first studied the
phase-separation dynamics of a binary (A-B) mixture
coupled with the simplest chemical reaction of the fo
A
B. Their result indicated that, unlike the usual pha
separation, the externally induced chemical reactions
compete with a thermally driven diffusion mechanism, a
lead to a crossover from two macroscopic-segregated ph
into steady-state labyrinthine morphology at a microsco
domain size@3#. As a consequence, it becomes very imp
tant to be able to identify the different mechanisms involv
in the phase separation and the various growth stages.
perimentally, Tran-Cong and co-workers@12# have observed
several kinds of regular patterns in polymer blends indu
by chemical reactions, where the system is irradiated to
duce photo-cross-linking reactions among polymer chain

On the other hand, there has been much interest in
study of the kinetics of phase separation in a binary mixt
with a third component such as surfactants and colloidal p
ticles @13–22#. A well-known example is the use of copoly
mers in immiscible polymer blends, which tends to tune
interfacial structure and surface tension, leading to a nota
different growth dynamics in multicomponent polymer mi
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tures. Since the copolymers act to lower the interfacial t
sion, and then the driving force for phase separation is
creased, the dynamics of domain growth becom
significantly slower in the presence of copolymers. T
A-B-copolymer system has been described using various
croscopic and macroscopic models in recent studies@13–19#.

In the industry, theA-B-copolymer system is prepared b
very different techniques@23#. One of the most importan
and practical methods of introducing copolymers to the i
miscible polymer interfaces is the so-calledin situ reaction
@23,24#, and moreA-B-copolymer blends can be prepare
via in situ reactive processing, where the block copolymer
synthesized from a reaction of different homopolymersA and
B through their functionalized end groups at the interfa
The reaction producesA-B copolymers, which eventually
crowd the interface. Most experimental works have focus
on the influence of reactive polymers on morphologic
changes, which can be explained in terms of the decreas
interfacial tension due to the creation of block copolymers
interfaces@25–28#.

While there have been many theoretical and experime
studies@25–30# displaying the formation of a copolymer a
the interface by a chemical reaction of functionalized chai
very little is known about how to control the domain patter
and growth kinetics by changing reaction conditions such
temperature or diffusion control, etc.@23,31,32,9#. In fact,
some blends are produced inin situ processes, which involve
simultaneous polymerization, phase separation, and struc
formation under a suitable condition@23,32#. This coupled
competing process of mixing and demixing significantly i
creases the system complexity, and modifies its morph
gies and growth kinetics. Therefore, studying the effect
the reversible chemical reaction, which occurs between
kinds of homopolymers on the dynamics of phase separat
is an important subject in polymer engineering. In this pap
we study the phase separation of a ternary system comp
of two immiscible homopolymersA andB with copolymers
C in which the copolymerC is simultaneously produced an
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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can also dissociate intoA and B through the reversible
chemical reactionA1B
C. Since the reactive groups ar
located only at chain ends, the reactive product is the s
metric A-B diblock copolymer and is produced directly
the interface@29#. We examine the competition between t
phase separation and chemical reaction of the tern
A-B-copolymer mixture, and find that the presence of
chemical reaction can dramatically speed up the phase s
ration of the system, contrary to the slowing-down growth
chemically reactive systems studied previously. When
interface is saturated with copolymers so that the creatio
interfaces does not cost any energy, at the late stage
backward reaction always drives the creation of immisci
A andB pairs at interfaces, but the forward reaction proc
becomes less important. Thus the chemical reaction sp
up the phase separation of the system. However, when
interfacial energy is high, phase separation is mainly do
nated by the interfacial tensions, and the relative strengt
the reaction rates has no appreciable effects on dom
growth during spinodal decomposition, while forward a
backward reactions are simultaneously performed due to
occurrence of unsaturated interfaces. We believe that
present study may be a good guide for further experime
works.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted
the model and the basic formulation for the dynamics
phase separation coupled with chemical reaction. In Sec
the simulation results are obtained and discussed. Final
main conclusion is given in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

We consider theA-B-C, two-dimensional system whereA
andB denote different homopolymer components, andC de-
notes a random copolymer composed of equal volume f
tions of A andB components. The local volume fractions
the componentsA, B, and C are denoted bycA(x,y),
cB(x,y), and f(x,y), respectively, and the total densi
cA(x,y)1cB(x,y)1f(x,y) is assumed to be a consta
normalized to unity. Under the incompressibility conditio
two of the local volume fractions will be independent. W
take c(x,y)5cA(x,y)2cB(x,y) and f(x,y) as the inde-
pendent variables. The order parameter,c(x,y) gives the
local concentration difference betweenA and B phases,
whereas the order parameterf(x,y) describes the local co
polymer concentration. We use a two-order-parameter mo
proposed by Komura and Kodama@17#. The free-energy
function of the system is given by

F5E dr F2
a

2
c21

b

4
c41

d

2
~“c!21

w

2
~¹2c!2

1ef2~f2fs!
22

s

2
f~“c!2G , ~1!

where parametersa, b, d, w, e, and s are positive con-
stants. The interfacial energy between the two componen
binary mixtures is represented by the term (d/2)(“c)2, and
the free energy is bounded by the term (w/2)(¹2c)2. The
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term ef2(f2fs)
2 allows the coexistence of the two bul

states, i.e.,f50 andf5fs . The statef50 corresponds to
the case in which the system is locally occupied either bA
or B, whereasf5fs corresponds to the case in which th
local volume is occupied only by the copolymers. The te
2(s/2)f(“c)2 drives the copolymer to the interfaces b
tween theA and B phases. Since the interface tension va
ishes when the interface is saturated with copolymers@33#,
we are mainly concerned with the cased5sfs , so that the
creation of interfaces does not cost any energy when
local copolymer concentration is saturated.

We denote a reversible chemical reaction occurring in
A-B-C mixture by

A1B
C,

and the forward and backward reaction rates are denote
G1 (>0) and G2 (>0), respectively. The system i
quenched to a thermodynamically unstable state to ca
phase separation, and simultaneously undergo the abov
versible chemical reaction. The equations of motion for
order parametersc(r ,t) andf(r ,t) can be obtained from the
coupled set of equations@17,20#

]c

]t
5Mc¹2

dF

dc
,

]f

]t
5Mf¹2

dF

df
1G1cAcB2G2f, ~2!

whereMc andMf are transport coefficients.
We carry out numerical simulations of the model syste

in a L3L two-dimensional square lattice withL5256 and
periodic boundary conditions, using the cell dynamical s
tem ~CDS! approach proposed by Oono and Puri@34#. The
CDS is a computationally efficient space-time discretiz
variation of the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook model. The CDS equ
tions corresponding to Eq.~2! are written as follows:

c~x,y,t11!5c~x,y,t !1McD̃I c ~3!

and

f~x,y,t11!5f~x,y,t !1MfD̃I f1
G1

4
@~12f!22c2#

2G2f, ~4!

where

I c52A tanhc1c1w~D̃ !2c2~d2sf!D̃c

1s~“̃c!•~“̃f! ~5!

and

I f5Ef~f2fs!~2f2fs!2 1
2 s~“̃c!2. ~6!

For the original cell dynamics system, the lattice size (Dx
or Dy) and the time stepDt were both set to unity. The CDS
4-2
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FIG. 1. Time evolution ofc
~left column! and f ~right col-
umn!. The dark area denotes th
region of higher values ofc and

f. The parameters arec̄50, f̄
50.2, d50.5, G250.001,s50.5.
~a! b55.0, ~b! b51.0, and~c! b
50.2.
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parametersA and E in Eqs. ~5! and ~6! are related to the
free-energy parameters in Eq.~1! by A511a andE52e.

The discretized differential operators“̃ andD̃ on the two-
dimensional square lattice are defined as@34#

“̃X5 1
2 @X~x11,y!2X~x21,y!,X~x,y11!2X~x,y21!#

~7!

and

D̃X5 1
2 (

NN
X1 1

4 (
NNN

X23X, ~8!

respectively. Here NN and NNN represent nearest-neigh
and next-nearest-neighbor cells, respectively.D̃X is essen-
tially the isotropized discrete Laplacian¹2X, but the choice
of Eq. ~8! will give the better isotropy of the patterns@34#.

In our simulations, we start from initial random cond
tions. The ranges ofc and f at t50 are @c̄20.01,c̄
10.01# and@f̄20.01,f̄10.01#, andc̄ andf̄ are the spatial
averages ofc andf, respectively. We fix the parameters
A51.3, E50.25,w50.2, fs51, andMc5Mf50.05 @17#.
The results are averaged over ten independent runs. Fo
sake of convenience, we introduce two parameters:

a5G11G2 ,

b5
G1

G2
,

where the parametersa andb remain unchanged during th
phase-separating process, and can be adjusted by contro
the reaction rates in the chemical system. In fact, the rela
ratio of reaction rates,b, presents the dominant role, whic
is either the forward or backward reaction.

The mean domain sizeR(t) is derived from the inverse o
the first moment of the spherically averaged structure fa
S(k,t) as R(t)52p/^k(t)&, where ^k(t)& is defined as
02180
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^k(t)&5*dkkS(k,t)/*dkS(k,t). The structure factorS(k,t)
is defined byS(k,t)5^uc(k,t)u2&, wherec(k,t) is the Fou-
rier component of the order parameterc(x,y,t) and ^•••&
denotes the thermal average over a number of repeating
from independent initial conditions.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first study the effect of varying the relative ratio of th
forward and backward reaction rates on domain patterns
growth of the system with the parametersc̄50, f̄50.2, d
50.5, G250.001, ands50.5. Figures 1~a!–1~c! show the
time evolution patterns forb55.0, b51.0, andb50.2 at
times in the simulation corresponding tot53000, 10 000,
100 000, and 300 000, respectively. The left and right c
umns show the spatial distribution ofc andf fields, respec-
tively. The dark area presents the region of higher values
c andf. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the domain sizes of t
high b constant are smaller than those of the lowb constant,
and the unsaturated interfaces increase as the valueb
decreases and still exist for smallb even at the late stage o
phase separation. As the phase separation betweenA and B
components proceeds, the domain sizes of theA-rich and
B-rich phases still increase, while the copolymers are gra
ally pushed to the interfaces betweenA-rich andB-rich do-
mains which lower the driving force for phase separatio
This is attributed to the backward chemical reaction, wh
induces the creation of the unsaturated interfaces betweA
andB components. When the forward reaction rate const
is very large, at the early stage, the amount of copolym
formed by homopolymersA and B is more than that of the
copolymers decomposed intoA andB, and then the domain
size is greatly decreased. With gradual aggregation of
copolymers at the interfaces, the forward reaction has le
important effects on the domain growth, because the che
cal reaction can occur only at domain interfaces between
A and B components. The fast growth is mainly dominat
by the backward reaction.
4-3
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Figure 2 shows the domain sizeR(t) as a function of time
on a log-log plot for different values ofb. We can clearly
find that the characteristic domain size for largeb is smaller
than that of smallb due to the forward reaction induce
slowing-down growth at the early stage. The simulation a
reveals that at the late stage, the domain growth rate of
characteristic lengthR(t) is nearly independent of the valu
of b for a fixed value ofG2. The growth gives almost alge
braical behavior due to the presence of the chemical reac
which differs obviously from the ordinaryA-B--copolymer
system~i.e.,a50) @15,17#. In the present case, the chemic
reaction speeds up the phase separation of the system
contrast to the slowing-down growth of the systems stud

FIG. 2. Log-log plots of characteristic domain sizeR(t) vs time

t for the parametersc̄50, f̄50.2, d50.5, G250.001, and s
50.5.
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previously@3,5,6#. In particular, the backward reaction play
an important role on the late-stage growth of the phase s
ration. An interesting case is that even ifb is very large, the
domain growth is still faster than that of the casea50, due
to the lack of the contact between theA andB components at
the late stage, leading to the difficulty of forward reactio
Actually, we can also find that for theb51 case, i.e., when

FIG. 3. Log-log plots of characteristic domain sizeR(t) vs time

t for the parametersc̄50, f̄50.2, d50.5, G150.001, and s
50.5.
FIG. 4. Log-log plots of char-
acteristic domain sizeR(t) vs

time t for the parametersc̄50, d
50.5, G15G250.0001, and s
50.5.
4-4
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the forward and backward reaction rates remain equal,
growth behavior is clearly distinct from the case without t
chemical reaction (a50), indicating that at the late stag
the forward reaction has lesser important effects on the
main growth, and the backward reaction dominates the
main growth.

To further elucidate the importance of the backwa
chemical reaction on the domain growth at the late stage
consider the evolution of the domain size for the variation
the backward reaction rate constant, but the forward reac
rate constant is fixed asG150.001. Figure 3 shows th
growth curves of domain sizes with time on a log-log plot f
G250.001, 0.0001, 0.000 01, and 0.0, respectively. T
backward reaction plays a vital role in domain growth at
late stage. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that as the backw
reaction rate constantG2Þ0, the chemical reaction dramat
cally affects the growth dynamics of phase separation,
speeds up the domain growth compared to the casea50.
This means that at the late stage, the amount of the cop
mers continually decreases due to the backward reaction,
the copolymers are easy to decompose into polymersA and
B even if the forward reaction is large (G150.001). With the
increase of the backward reaction rate constantG2, the late-
stage domain growth is further speeded up, indicating
the backward reaction always speeds up the domain gro
while the forward reaction easily loses its role when the
terfaces are saturated by the copolymers at the late s
When the backward reaction rate constantG250.0, Fig. 3
shows that the domain growth is suppressed. This cle
indicates that phase separation is mainly dominated by
backward reaction with a large reaction rate constantG2.

We now consider how the domain growth evolves w
time due to the variation of the initial concentration of t
copolymers, but the reaction rate constant is fixed to beG1

FIG. 5. Log-log plots of characteristic domain sizeR(t) vs time

t for the parametersc̄50, f̄50.3, d50.5, G250.001, and s
50.2.
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5G250.0001. In Fig. 4, we show the time evolution of th
domain sizeR(t) for f̄50, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. Beforet
,20 000 the domain size decreases asf̄ is increased, which
is characteristic of theA-B-copolymer system in the absenc
of the chemical reaction@15,17#, but its differences gradually
become smaller as the copolymers are decomposed inA
and B monomers via chemical reaction, i.e., the chemi
reaction alters the diffusion-driven domain growth at the l
stage. Whent is about 20 000, the domain sizes of variousf̄
are almost of the same values. The fact that the domain
at the late stage is enlarged for high initial concentrations
f̄ shows that the backward reaction at the late stage beco
more and more important compared to the forward react

Finally, we consider the cased.sfs where the copoly-
mer cannot cancel the interfacial tension of theA-B inter-
faces. The parameters are chosen asc̄50, f̄50.3, d
50.5, s50.2, andG250.001. Figure 5 shows the time evo
lution of the characteristic domain length forb510.0,b
51.0, b50.5, anda50, respectively. We can see from Fig
5 that compared to the case without the chemical react
the relative strength of reaction rates has no appreciable
fects on domain growth during spinodal decompositi
within the suitable regions of the relative ratiob. This means
that the phase separation at the late stage is mainly gove
by the surface tensions. However, we should point out tha
this case, forward and backward reaction processes hav
same effects on domain growth, due to the unsaturated in

FIG. 6. Domain pattern ofc ~left column! andf ~right column!
at t5300 000. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.~a! b
510.0, ~b! b51.0, ~c! b50.5, and~d! a50.0.
4-5
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faces. We can easily see that, whenb51, the domain growth
curve overlaps that without chemical reaction (a50), indi-
cating that for high interfacial energy, forward and backwa
reaction processes balance. Figure 6 shows domain pat
at t5300 000 with various values ofb. It can be seen from
Fig. 6 that the copolymers are mainly dispersed in the in
faces betweenA-rich andB-rich phases due to the chemic
reaction, contrary to the casea50 where the copolymers ar
randomly distributed. Interestingly, the presence of
chemical reaction has a tendency to drive the copolymer
form a continuous and well-distributed shape at interfac
while the domain growth is not appreciately changed by
chemical reaction.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, using the CDS approach, we have num
cally investigated the dynamics of phase separation of a t
dimensionalA-B-copolymer system on the basis of the tw
order-parameter time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau mo
coupled with the reversible chemical reaction. We have
amined the effects of chemical reactions on the domain m
phology and growth of the system, and show that for a n
zero backward reaction rate, the chemical reaction prom
the phase separation between theA and B phases dramati
cally no matter how large or small the reaction rate is. T
domain size of the highb constant is smaller than that of th
.

.
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at
.

r,
v.
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low b constant due to the forward reaction at the early sta
but the domain growth at the late stage is mainly govern
by the backward reaction. The fast growth at the late stag
attributed to the backward reaction, which speeds up
phase separation of the system by decomposing the cop
mer intoA andB monomers, while the forward reaction be
comes more and more difficult with the gradual aggregat
of copolymers at interfaces or the increase of the initial c
centration of copolymers. AsG2 is increased, the unsaturate
interface increases and the phase separation becomes f
When the surface tension dominates phase separationd
.sfs), as the chemical reaction is introduced, the copo
mers tend to form a continuous distributed shape at in
faces. However, for suitable ratiosb, the chemical reaction
has no significant effect on the growth dynamics of the s
tem. This is due to the fact that both forward and backw
reactions exist as a result of the unsaturated interfaces, w
confine the amount of copolymers at interfaces, and ph
separation is mainly dominated by interface tensions.
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